NOTE: Grade of C (2.00) or better required.
Minimum 12 upper division hours required.

--> NEEDS: 19.0 HOURS          4 SUB-GROUPS

- 1) PART 1 - 4 hours
   NEEDS: 4.0 HOURS
   COURSE LIST: GPH 111(R)

- 2) PART 2 - 3 to 4 hours
   NEEDS: 3.0 HOURS  1 SET
   COURSE LIST: GPH 210  GPH 211  GPH 212 & GPH 214

- 3) PART 3 - 6 hours
   NEEDS: 6.0 HOURS
   COURSE LIST: GPH 314  GCU 350  GCU 364  GPH 373  GPH 381

- 4) PART 4 - 6 hours
   NEEDS: 6.0 HOURS
   COURSE LIST: GPH 405  GPH 414  GPH 418  GPH 422  GPH 433  GPH 481  GCU 474